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KIT NUMBER 8052570 
 

2012-13 Kawasaki Teryx Electric Steering Manual 
 

Thank you for purchasing our ELECTRA-STEER 12v electric assist power 
steering system. Please carefully read this instruction sheet entirely 
before you begin to install the system.  
 
Remember, before beginning installation, insure that you are in a level  
well lit, organized, work area. Engage the parking brake, disconnect the 
battery until power is needed and chock or block the rear wheels to insure 
the vehicle is stable.  
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INSTALLATION TIPS: 
 

Due to minor variations in vehicle frames, we recommend that you leave 
all the U-Joint pinch bolts loose until the motor is mounted. Then rock the 
steering wheel back and forth to allow the U-Joints to align themselves. 
Complete the installation by tightening these bolts. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

TOOLS NEEDED TO COMPLETE INSTALLATION: 
 

 Phillips Screwdriver 

 3/8” Electric Hand Drill 

 3/8” Drill Bit 

 12mm Open & Boxed Wrench 

 12mm Socket (3/8” drive) 

 12mm Open & Boxed Wrench 

 9/16” Open & Boxed Wrench 

 3/8” Drive Ratchet 

 9/16” Socket (3/8” drive) 

 Wire Stripper/Cutters 

 Soldering Iron and Solder 

 Electrical Tape 
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Installation Instructions for 12-13 Kawasaki Teryx 

 

 

1. Before installation, center steering wheel and verify tires are straight. 
 

2. Begin by removing the hood. 
 

3. Remove the black plastic cover and body colored shroud at the fire wall. 
 

         
 
4. There are 2 bolts that hold the steering column tube in place and you need to 

reach up under frame work to get to them. They are 14 mm and you need a box 
and open end wrench to access them. Loosen the upper one and remove the 
lower one. Remove the pinch bolt at the column shaft and u-joint. Remove the 
lower pinch bolt at the rack and u-joint and while tilting the column up and down 
remove the stock steering shaft. 

 

 

Black Plastic Cover 

Body Colored Shroud 
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5. Once the shaft is removed, you are ready for installation. Your bracket and 
motor has come completely assembled. You will need to remove the lower 
shaft from the motor to install it. After removal of the shaft you will need to 
loosen the 3 mounting bolts from the bracket to the motor to allow clearance for 
the bracket to slide over the frame piece where it will mount. 
 
 

NOTE: PINK COLOR BANDS FACE VEHICLE SPLINES AND WHITE FACE 
MOTOR SPLINES. 
 
 

     
 
 

6. Slide the bracket over the frame and retighten the motor to the bracket. Next 
spline the upper u-joint to the column shaft and install the pinch bolt and leave it 
loose. 
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7. Next take the lower shaft and install it onto the rack and pinion, then continue to 
spline onto the lower side or output of the steering motor. Install the pinch bolts 
finger tight only. 
 

 
 
 

8. Once the linkage is installed wiggle the steering wheel back and forth to set 
everything so there is no bind or interference with anything. If something is 
binding or hitting simply slide the mounting bracket up or down to remedy the 
problem. 
 
 

9. Once you have found the best spot to make it permanent clamp a pair of vise 
grips or similar tool to the bracket and frame to secure it in place and drill your 
3/8” holes in the center of the slotted holes in the bracket, using the slots as a 
pilot for the bit. 
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10. Once the holes are drilled through completely install the supplied backer plate 

in place and put supplied 3/8” bolts through holes and backer plate and install 
locknuts and flat washers and torque to 25ft.lbs. 
 

 
 

11. When mount bracket is permanent, tighten all pinch bolts to 20ft.lbs. Then, 
proceed to tighten column tube back into place. Verify there is no binding or 
interference while turning the steering wheel. 
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12. Next we need to wire the module and install the LED light on dash. Locate a 

spot on the dash you would like the supplied LED light to be. Next drill a ½” 
hole in the dash and push the LED into place. 
 

    
 

13. The module wiring is as follows. The heavy red wire needs to be run to the 
positive cable of the battery, to do this route the wire through the firewall, down 
the main harness, and under the vehicle to access the battery box. Note you 
will need to remove 2 10mm screws on lower floor pan under vehicle to 
properly route wire. Be sure to install the supplied fuse and extra wire at the 
battery to avoid overload. 
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14. Next the black wire can be cut and secured to a known good ground or to the 
Negative Battery Terminal. You will need to crimp a round eyelet onto the wire. 

 
 

15. The small red wire goes to one side of the LED and also to a key on 12volt 
power source like the ignition switch. We used the brown wire off the ignition 
switch for our project. 

 
 

16. The orange wire goes to the other side of the LED light. 
 
 

17. The dark purple or brown and white wires get cut back so only about 6-8 inches 
are coming out of the module and both wires get the supplied spade connectors 
crimped onto them. They do not get connected to anything. They are for 
diagnostics and code clearing. Leave them somewhat accessible if a problem 
occurs. 

 
 

18. Note all connections should be soldered and shrink-tubed and taped into place 
to avoid potential problems or failure. 

 
 

19. Once the unit is wired you may turn the key on and power up the system. The 
LED light will light for approximately 5 seconds and then go out. This is normal 
operation and it will repeat every time the key is cycled. 

 
 

20. When the light is out you should have full assist all the time. If a problem occurs 
in the system the light will come on and stay on, and further diagnosis will be 
needed. See our troubleshooting section. 

 
 

21. Reinstall your plastic shroud and hood assembly; verify that all electrical 
connections are good and that all bolts and screws are tightened to spec. You 
are now done with the install. Congratulations and enjoy the unit. 
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The ELECTRA-STEER unit is designed to “shut down” if it becomes overheated reverting the 
vehicles manual steering capabilities.  
 
 
If the unit ceases operation after extensive use or in an extreme environment it will 
automatically resume it’s normal function once it has cooled. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Electra-Steer Power Steering Assist Unit is intended to be used in accordance with all 
safety recommendations of the original manufacturer of the vehicle as specified in the Owners 
Manual. This product is intended for normal operation of the vehicle as specified by the original 
manufacturer. Unisteer Performance Products and Wicked Bilt recommend that this product 
should not be used in extreme environmental conditions or in competitive activities. Unisteer 
Performance Products and Wicked Bilt do not accept liability for any malfunction, damage, or 
injury incurred as a result of use of this product in extreme environmental conditions or in 
competitive activities. 
 
 
USE DI-ELECTRIC GREASE ON ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS. 
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Electra Steer Diagnosis Trouble Code Reading and Code Clearing 

 

1. Verify that your trouble code light is on steady.  

  

2. Next, take your dark purple wire and hold it to a good clean ground. You will have to 

make sure it is a solid ground to get the LED to blink or flicker and you may have to 

use a jumper wire to extend the wire’s length. Once you see the LED flicker or blink 

wait for LED to start blinking a code.  

  

3.  The light will flash in a sequence like 1 and then 123. This code flash would be 

interpreted as a code 13. The code will repeat itself 3 times and then go to the next code 

if there is one in the system. You need to wait until all the codes are read and recorded.  

 

4. Turn off the unit and turn back on. Once light is lit and staying on, touch the dark 

purple wire 6 times in a row to a ground. After the 6 times turn unit off and turn back 

on. Codes should be cleared with the unit working properly. If not continue to step 5. 

  

5. Double check the codes using steps 1 through 3. Once you know what the codes are 

you can use this chart to tell where or what the problem may be.  

  

6. Once you have determined what the problem is and make the necessary repairs the unit 

should work normally. If the light is still on after the repair you will need to clear the 

codes using step 4. 

 

Trouble Code Problem Diagnosis 

41-42-43-44-45-51 
Electric motor 

Malfunction 
Replace Motor Assembly 

11-13-14-15 Torque Sensor Replace Motor Assembly 

52-54-55 ECU Malfunction Change Computer 

22 No Engine Input Change Computer 

21-23-24 No Speed Signal Change Computer 

12 
Wiring or 

Electrical 

Verify 12 volts at green wire. Verify good 

ground. Soldier all connections. Check 

for bad connections or broken wires. 
 

We welcome your suggestions & comments to make this or any of our installations better! If 
you have any questions or problems regarding this product please contact us at: 
 

Wicked Bilt 

1555 Enterprise Parkway 

Twinsburg OH 44087 

800-338-9080 

WWW.WICKEDBILT.COM 
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